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The RUSH Tribute Project is an homage to one of the most enduring and influential bands in rock music.

Combining skilled musicianship with exciting performances, The RUSH Tribute Project (known as RTP to its dedicated 
fanbase) delivers the magic of Rush’s famous live concerts. Covering all 40-plus years of Rush’s amazing career, RTP 
painstakingly recreates the sound and energy that made Rush one of the top-selling rock bands of all time. With a lineup 
that has performed Rush tribute shows for over a decade across North America and around the world, including RushCon, 
RTP stands out as one of the premiere tributes to this legendary, RnR HOF power-trio.

Using vintage instruments, multi-camera projections, state-of-the-art lighting, and signature virtuosity, RTP delivers an 
unparalleled concert experience for the casual fan as well as the most discerning Rush loyalist.

SEAN JONES is a classically trained multi-instrumentalist, which comes in handy when needing to cover Geddy Lee. He 
has played nationally and internationally in various Rush tributes over the past 20 years, including playing for RushCon and
touring army bases in Kuwait. Along with Geddy, some of Sean’s biggest bass influences include Chris Squire and John 
Entwistle, all of whom incorporated keyboards, synth pedals, guitars, and other instruments into their performances.

BILL HECK is a 37-year veteran of guitar and has been playing at some level since childhood. Bill was the proud recipient
of the Wisconsin Area Music Industry (WAMI) Award for best guitarist in 2017. He has always been heavily influenced by 
guitar-hero rock, hard rock, and metal, but always considered Rush and Alex Lifeson as the primary force behind his love 
for guitar playing. Bill could be considered the "new guy" in The Rush Tribute Project as he had to go through the heavy 
scrutiny of auditioning for the band but has happily been a member of RTP since its beginnings over eight years ago.

THOMAS SLAWNIK is the percussionist and has been with RTP since its start in 2013. Thomas started banging the 
drums at the young age of 4 and hasn't stopped since. He has performed with several Milwaukee bands since the late '70s. 
Thomas' influences include Neil Peart and Scott Rockenfield. His current drum kit is a "Frankenstein" collection of drums 
and cymbals which include DW drums, Zildjian and Sabian cymbals, and various electronics. The kit is influenced by 
Rush's R30 tour kit. When he's not on tour, Thomas spends his free time with his daughter, Ina, and enjoys golf, bike rides, 
and a good IPA.

Reviews

WISCONSIN AREA MUSIC INDUSTRY AWARDS
"Best Tribute Band" (winner, 2018; nominee 2021, 2019, 2017, 2016)
"Best Guitarist" (winner, Bill Heck, 2017)

PABST THEATER GROUP
"An incredible recreation of the RUSH live experience [with] an incredibly loyal fanbase. It’s always a pleasure working 
with a band as good as The Rush Tribute Project. Highly recommended!"

GO VENUE
"If you’re a fan of RUSH, then you’re a fan of The Rush Tribute Project... catch their show as often as you can!" Read More

www.rushtributeproject.com   

youtube.com/c/TheRushTributeProject    :|:      twitter.com/rushtributeproj    :|:    facebook.com/TheRushTributeProject

https://www.govenuemagazine.com/time-stood-still-at-the-waiting-room-as-the-rush-tribute-project-paid-its-respects-to-a-rock-n-roll-hof-member/
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